Abstract-Structured P2P overlay networks provide rather balanced query routing load than centralized network because of their distributed design. But certain designing issues might exist and lead to an unbalanced routing load. In some systems like Chord where stored objects are small, routing dominates the cost of publishing and retrieving an object. How to balance the routing load fairly becomes critical. In this paper, we analyse three designing issues that cause an imbalance routing load on Chord and external factor like non-uniform request distribution that aggravates those issues. We aim to evaluate our proposal under highly skewed request distribution and the simulation result shows that our proposal performs great, the routing load fairness among peers are significantly improved, and also has a better query performance after comparing with original Chord and one of the existing enhanced proposal.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to distributed design, structured P2P overlay networks provide more balanced data retrieval loads than systems using centralized architecture. In some systems like Chord [1] where stored objects are small, routing dominates the cost of publishing and retrieving an object. Fairly balancing the routing load becomes critical.
Chord is a famous and one of the most representative structured overlay network protocols. In Chord, peer ID and data ID have the same bit length m and are generated by hash function (such as SHA-1 [2] ) in the same ID space 2 m . Peer and data form a ring topology in increasing order of ID and data objects are stored in the first peer succeeding their ID. Each peer with peer ID NID has a successor list and a routing ). The finger table and the sketch of fingers are in Figure 1 . Once a peer searches for a data object, first it checks if its successors succeed the data ID, if not then select the finger peer whose ID is closest to but not larger than the data ID as the next-hop. The query is recursively apply this strategy until reach the target peer.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, related works are introduced. Section III analyse issues that cause the imbalanced routing load in Chord. For each issue, enhanced proposal is proposed and theoretically analysed in Section IV. Section V introduces the metric to evaluate the load balance performance. Simulation results and evaluation are included in Section VI. We conclude our study and point out possible directions for future work in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORKS
Many literatures aim to improve the routing load on structured P2P overlay network. In [3] , M. Bienkowski et al. utilise methods to manipulate the peer ID generating procedure to ensure peers' interval lengths differ at most by a constant factor to mitigate one of the designing issues. In [4] , P. B. Godfrey and I. Stoica use virtual servers instantiated by physical node to act as peers in the network. Once a node becomes heavily loaded, it transfers some of its virtual servers to a proper node with fewer loads. Paper [5] also imports virtual servers. However, above proposals suffer from high maintenance overhead and extra complexity. Paper [6] presents a different way by selecting finger peer dynamically among certain local area. This simple enhancement of finger selection mechanism improves load fairness on Chord substantially.
In our paper, the first proposal allowing queries forward anticlockwise is a new approach to balance routing load on Chord. This "two direction" concept is inspired by paper [7] which introduced 2-Chord. Paper [7] didn't consider load balance and it's differing from finger table and routing strategy with our proposal. We proposed a much more enhanced strategy than that to tackle our load balancing issues. Our third proposal balancing routing load among fingers' local area, is benefited from paper [8] , we modified this proposal by enlarging the local area after the author's permission. To evaluate the enhancement, we compared our proposal with original Chord and also with paper [8] .
III. ISSUES CAUSE UNBALANCED ROUTING LOAD
In this section we present three designing issues causing unbalanced routing load on Chord and the external factor that aggravate those disadvantages.
A. Single Direction Query Hopping Drawback
For one certain target peer, all the queries from senders are forwarded clockwise to the target peer though the target peer is much closer on the anticlockwise. Consequently, peers beside the right of the target peer bear much more routing loads than peers on the other side in Figure 2 . 
B. Greedy Query Hopping Strategy Drawback
During the search period, each query hop reduces the distance to the target greedily. That's to say, queries are gradually forwarded into narrower and narrower ranges (as Figure 2) . Intuitively, for a certain target peer, peers that are closer to it will receive much more queries than peers far from it.
C. Various Interval Lengths Between Peers
Peer's ID is generated by hashing the node's IP address. Consequently, the intervals between peers in the ID space may vary considerably. An analysis from paper [9] indicate that the longest interval could be O(log N) times longer than the shortest one (N denotes the network size). Figure 3 is part of a flatted Chord ring; each peer is responsible for the data on the left interval. Peer B is responsible for more data than A and C. According to the algorithm with which the peer selects its routing table entries, the probability of a certain peer being chosen as a routing table entry by distant peers is proportional to the length of its corresponding interval. Thus, peer B is more likely to appear as finger peer of distant peers than A and C. As finger table is used as routing table, finger peer is the routing entry; Queries have more possibility to forward to B and causing an unbalanced routing load distribution among this local area.
However, the first two issues can be cancelled out from a global view if the request distribution is uniform (i.e. all the peers' responsible data has the same popularity). But the external factor is, in real P2P world, the request distribution is non-uniform and some are even highly skewed. Observations in paper [10] show that the actual request distribution in many P2P systems follows the Zipf's Law. Peers continuously arrive and depart, or churn phenomenon act as the external factor that aggravate issue C. Peers joining and leaving the network will change the interval length of their neighbours; this may aggravate the difference of interval lengths.
With three designing issues and two external factors that aggravate those issues, a very imbalanced routing load distribution will arise in original Chord.
IV. PROPOSAL TACKLE ON EACH ISSUE
Three issues causing imbalance routing load have been pointed out in Section III. In this section, proposal is proposed to tackle on each issue.
A. Allowing Query Forward to Anticlockwise
Issue A denote that one direction hopping do has drawback. So proposal A aims to allow query forward anticlockwise. To achieve this, a new finger table point to anticlockwise is added to each peer and each peer contains a successor list and a predecessor list. The routing strategy also has changed. 2) Enhanced Routing Strategy：Before query forward, peer will check whether the target data ID on its clockwise half ring or on its anticlockwise half ring by comparing its ID with data ID. If target data ID is on the clockwise half ring, clockwise finger table will be chosen as the routing table and the routing strategy remain the same as original one. If not, take the anticlockwise finger table.
1) Enhanced Finger Table：Each
With two available hopping directions, the longest distance between sender and target peer is roughly 2 m-1 in ID space, rather than 2 m in original Chord. Thus, the max-hop number is one less and the average-hop number is approximately 0.5 less than original. Assume R queries from different senders are forwarded to one certain hot peer. In original Chord, all the queries are forwarded clockwise and the routing loads are gathering on the anticlockwise of the hot peer. After applying this proposal, number r of R queries will be forwarded anticlockwise. Intuitively, part of the loads will divert to the other side of the hot peer. Thus, this proposal can balance the loads among the hot peer' local area, and also improve the overall load fairness in some degree.
B. Lessen Greed of Query Hopping
When peer selects the finger peer nearest to the target key, say k th longest finger, the (k+1) th longest finger is also considered and select the least loaded one as the next-hop. However, under the finger table in proposal A, the distance between 1 th and 2 th longest finger is approximately 1/8 (1/4 under original one) of the ring. The query will delay 1/8 of the ring at most if take a shorter finger. So two fingers are added to make a better trade-off. One is in the middle of the 1 th and 2 th longest finger in identifier space. The other one is in the middle of the 2 th and 3 th longest finger. To achieve this, each peer stores its own routing load information (number of queries received and subsequently forward to next-hop), and this information is added to the finger table as a new column. Figure 6 , each finger table has (m+1) entries, the red colour entries are the new added ones. The sketch of fingers is shown in figure 6 . The dotted lines are the added fingers. th or m th entry should also considered accordingly. Then chose the least loaded one as next-hop.
1) Enhanced Finger Table：As shown in
For one certain hot peer, this proposal diverts its routing loads outside (to far peers). So the global load fairness will be improved. While because other hot peer's infection (their loads also be diverted outside), the local load fairness may be sightly influenced. The average hop will increase because of the greed has been lessened.
C. Balancing Routing Loads Among Fingers' Local Area
This proposal is benefited from paper [8] . As mitigating interval length differences is difficult and may produce unacceptable overhead. We decide to tackle this issue indirectly. Peer after a larger interval will receive much more routing queries, we can divert its routing load to its neighbours.
To achieve this, except the information already stored in previous proposals, a list of finger peer's immediate neighbours (with routing load information) is attached. Figure 8 presents the enhanced clockwise finger table; the anticlockwise finger table follows the same policy. Now the fingers are no longer point to a peer but a range of peers. Sketch of fingers showed in Figure 6 . 2) Enhanced Routing Strategy: Under the strategy of previous proposal, finger peer's neighbours will also be considered and select the least loaded one as next-hop.
1) Enhanced Finger Table:
With this proposal, although peers may not directly be chosen as finger peer by distance peer. They can still be selected as next-hop and receive forwarded queries. Since sender always selects the least loaded one in finger peer's local area to forward the query, each of such local area in the ring can be automatically balanced. Consequently, local and global load balance will have a qualitative leap. Because finger table holds more information, the average number of query hops will be reduced.
Each proposal improves routing load fairness in different aspect. For one certain hot peer: Proposal A diverts some of its routing load from anticlockwise side to clockwise side, thus the local load fairness will be improved. Proposal B diverts part of its routing load from close neighbours to far peers, so the global load fairness will increase but this may affect other hot peers' local routing load fairness. Proposal C makes a qualitative leap on the local and global routing load balance by averaging routing load of different local areas of the ring. Proposal A, B and C are combined as our final proposal.
V. ROUTING LOAD BALANCE METRIC
Jain's Fairness Index [11] is a wildly accepted way of evaluating the fairness among statistical data. ∑ ∑ We apply the calculation of JFI on the number of routed queries (routing load information) to represent the routing load fairness. The value of JFI can vary from 1/n to 1, where 1 indicates the optimal fairness and 1/n is the worst case. We also dispose the routing load distribution data into statistical figure to make an intuitive view.
VI. SIMULATION AND EVALUATION
Our simulation is applied in PeerSim [12] , a wildly used P2P network simulator. We focus on skewed and much more skewed request distribution network and carry out a series of simulations in order to verify the effectiveness of those proposals. We also compare our proposal with original Chord and paper [8] denoted as Zhou's proposal.
A. Network setting and Request Distribution
In the following simulations, the network size is set to 10,000 peers (N = 10,000). PeerID length is 32 bits, successor list and predecessor list size is 16.
First we form a skewed request distribution network with 500 hot peers and the hottest peer is queried 100,000 times. Then a much more skewed request distribution network with only 50 hot peers and the hottest peer is queried 100,000 times is tested. Queries are initiated at random peers in the overlay network and the number of queries for each popular object is calculated according to the Zipf's Law [10] .
Zipf's Law is an empirical law of statistics that roughly show the request distribution on popular objects. When the most popular object is requested K times, the i th popular object is requested approximately K/i times and so on so forth.
B. Simulation Results

1) Local Load Balance of The Hottest Peer:
We observe the routing load distribution of 50 peers beside the clockwise of the most popular peer and 50 on the other side.
Under skewed request distribution (500 hot peers, 5% of the network): From Figure 7 we can see that, in original chord, the left side of the hottest peer bear few loads and the load numbers in the right side is highly irregular form 0 to 25,000. The local JFI 0.2183 prove that local load distribution in original Chord is extremely unbalanced. After applying proposal A, we can directly see that almost half of the load in the right side has diverted to the left and local JFI 0.3811 confirms proposal A do improve the local load balance in some degree. Proposal A&B and proposal A are almost overlapped but we can see the local JFI 0.3788 has sightly decreased, so we can infer that Proposal A&B may decrease the local routing load balance of the hottest peer sightly because other hot peers' affection just as we analysed in Section IV-B (Actually Proposal A&B is used to improve global load balance). Our final proposal A&B&C make a qualitative leap on the load balance, the local JFI 0.9885 is almost reach 1 and the routing load distribution broken lines almost form a line which means loads have extraordinary balanced. Figure 8 is the local load distribution of our final proposal compare with Zhou's proposal under the same network condition. Intuitively, our proposal is better than Zhou's. The local JFI also prove that our proposal is much better on the local load balance of the hottest peer. Now let's see the performance under even highly skewed request distribution network (50 hot peers, 0.5% of the network): Compare Figure 9&10 with Figure 7&8 , the sharp of the broken lines almost remain the same because the data change is relatively small, but we can see form the upper-left table that much more skewed request distribution make original Chord suffer much more imbalanced load (local JFI from 0.2183 drops to 0.1983). While our proposal performs great even under highly skewed condition, local JFI from 0.9885 drops to 0.9751 which still remain highly balance. Local JFI in Zhou's proposal drops from 0.6851 to 0.6320 which also preforms good.
2) Global load balance:
To evaluate the global load balance, we dispose the data by sorting the routing load of each peer in increasing order. Curve with smaller slope has more balanced routing load.
In Figure 11 , the global JFI of our proposal is 0.8739 which is better than Zhou's 0.8670 and original Chord 0.2486. Even under much more highly skewed condition, our proposal still keeps the JFI 0.7297 in Figure 12 as the best one.
We can see the curve of our proposal is the most flat one with the least slope meaning our proposal produce better routing load fairness. As routing load increasing, the curve of original Chord becomes more and more steep and out of Y-axis range. But our proposal stops around 800, Zhou's proposal stops around 1600. In a much more skewed condition, original Chord becomes much steeper and not stable. But Zhou's and our proposal almost remain the same sharp proving that Zhou's and our proposal are stable even in much more skewed condition. The green line (our proposal) is always under the red line (Zhou's proposal) means that green line has smaller slope, our proposal is better. Original proposal suffer from imbalance routing load not only the local area of the hottest peer but also the entire network, and much more skewed request distribution even worsen its case. Proposal A improves the local and global routing load fairness in some degree. After applying proposal B, the global JFI has increased but the local JFI decrease slightly because of other hot peers' infection just as we analyzed in Section IV-B. Proposal C makes a qualitative leap that the local JFI almost reach 1 and global JFI stands great. After combining proposal A, B and C as our final proposal, we can see it is the best, both on local and global routing load balance and has a better query performance. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we analysed the designing issues causing imbalanced routing load on Chord and external factors (like non-uniform request distribution and churn) that aggravate the imbalance. We propose three proposals each tackle on relevant issue and make a theoretical analyse after each of them. These three proposals are combined as our final proposal. To make the evaluation we apply our proposal under skewed and much more skewed request distribution condition. The simulation compare our proposal with original Chord and paper [8] by analysing routing load distribution on local and global area and Jain's Fairness Index of routing load and also the number of max and average hops. The results show that skewed request distribution does worsen the routing load fairness but our proposal works stable and the result basically follows our theoretical analysis in Section IV. Our proposal improve routing load balance far more balanced than the original Chord and better than paper [8] and also has a better query performance.
Several aspects of this study can be improved with further efforts. We only simulate our proposal under one external factor highly skewed request distribution, but the other external factor that aggravates the imbalanced routing load is churn, a common phenomenal that peers continuously join and leave the network. Evaluating the proposal under churn can be one of the future studies, and also the maintenance cost should also be quantificationally evaluated.
